Title: GENERATING A MODIFIED IMAGE WITH ADDITIONAL CONTENT PROVIDED FOR A REGION THEREOF

Abstract: An image is displayed in a computer system. The image includes contents having a feature visible therein. The contents have a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image. An input is received comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the image. The semantic mark indicates an inside-region part inside the region and an outside-region part outside the region. The additional content for the region is determined using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image. The patch-based optimization algorithm identifies the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and identifies the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part. The modified image having the additional content in the region is stored.
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BACKGROUND

This specification relates to digital image processing.

Some existing image processing techniques use patch-based techniques for manipulating content. The processing can involve analyzing or synthesizing patches (e.g., pixel groups) of image content. For example, patch-based approaches are used in denoising image and video content; enhancing image resolution such as performing super-resolution; compressing image content; changing image aspect ratio such as by retargeting; reshuffling of image content; stitching images together; editing image content; and performing texture synthesis. Patch-based methods can have benefits for synthesis operations. For example, structure, texture, repetitive patterns and redundancies can be treated.

Techniques have been tried for completing images in different ways, and they can rely on patch-based techniques. For example, hole-filling techniques exist that attempt to find content for a hole in an image by analyzing content elsewhere in the image. Cloning techniques exist where a user manually can select a source region which is then cloned to a target region to fill the hole.

SUMMARY

The invention relates to image modification using semantic information provided by a user.

In a first aspect, a computer-implemented method for generating a modified image includes displaying an image in a computer system. The image includes contents that have a feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image. The method includes receiving an input
comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the image, the semantic mark indicating an inside-region part inside the region and an outside-region part outside the region. The method includes determining the additional content for the region using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image, the patch-based optimization algorithm (i) identifying the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and (ii) identifying the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part. The method includes storing the modified image having the additional content in the region.

Implementations can include any or all of the following features. The region can include a hole in the image without the contents and the modified image can be generated in a hole-filling process. The hole can be filled such that the feature extends into the region that previously did not contain the contents. The image can be a photograph and the feature a physical object, and the region can be defined corresponding to a structure of the physical object that is missing in the feature. The semantic mark can be made using at least one of: a line tool, an arc tool, a brush tool, an area-selection tool, and combinations thereof. A part of the semantic mark can be placed inside the region to indicate the inside-region part, and another part of the semantic mark can be placed outside the region to indicate the outside-region part. An identifying characteristic can be assigned to the semantic mark, the identifying characteristic distinguishing the semantic mark from at least one other semantic mark in the image such that the patch-based optimization algorithm processes the semantic marks separately. The semantic marks can cross each other and the patch-based optimization algorithm can process the semantic marks separately. The method can further include receiving another input that defines an additional semantic constraint for the patch-based optimization process. The additional constraint can include at least one of: a first search-space restriction defined for a coherence aspect of the patch-based optimization algorithm, the first search-space restriction excluding at least a first area of the image from being used in the additional content; and a second search-space restriction defined for a completeness aspect of the patch-based optimization algorithm, the second search-space restriction requiring the additional content to be complete with regard to a second area of the image indicated by the second search-space restriction. The outside-region part can be located in another image separate from the image having the region.
A method can be implemented using a computer program product tangibly embodied in a tangible program carrier and including instructions that when executed by a processor perform a method.

In a second aspect, a graphical user interface includes an image display area displaying an image in a computer system, the image comprising contents that have a feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image. The graphical user interface includes an input control for receiving an input comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the image, the semantic mark indicating an inside-region part inside the region and an outside-region part outside the region. The additional content for the region is determined using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image, the patch-based optimization algorithm (i) identifying the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and (ii) identifying the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part, and the modified image having the additional content in the region is stored.

Implementations can include any or all of the following features. The region can include a hole in the image without the contents and the modified image can be generated in a hole-filling process. The image can be a photograph and the feature a physical object, and the region can be defined corresponding to a structure of the physical object that is missing in the feature. The input control can include at least one of: a line tool, an arc tool, a brush tool, an area-selection tool, and combinations thereof. The input control can associate an identifying characteristic with the semantic mark, the identifying characteristic distinguishing the semantic mark from at least one other semantic mark in the image such that the patch-based optimization algorithm processes the semantic marks separately.

A graphical user interface can be implemented using a computer program product tangibly embodied in a computer-readable storage medium, the computer program product including instructions that, when executed, generate on a display device a graphical user interface.

In a third aspect, a system includes a display device displaying an image, the image comprising contents that have a feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image. The system includes an input device for receiving an input comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the image that indicates at least part of the feature, the semantic mark crossing a border of the region such that an inside-region part and an outside-region part of the semantic mark are
formed. The system includes an image editor component determining the additional content for the region using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image, the patch-based optimization algorithm identifying (i) the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and (ii) the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part.

Implementations can include any or all of the following features. The input device can include at least one of: a line tool, an arc tool, a brush tool, an area-selection tool, and combinations thereof. The input device can associate an identifying characteristic with the semantic mark, the identifying characteristic distinguishing the semantic mark from at least one other semantic mark in the image such that the patch-based optimization algorithm processes the semantic marks separately.

Particular embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be implemented to realize one or more of the following advantages. Image editing can be improved. Semantics in source images can be preserved by a user making inputs to mark one or more features in the images. A user can mark a feature that extends into a hole or other image region to be completed, and the mark can be used in selecting content to fill in content that matches the feature.

The details of one or more embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features, aspects, and advantages of the subject matter will become apparent from the description, the drawings, and the claims.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s) will be provided by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

FIG. 1 shows an example system that can generate a modified image.
FIG. 2 schematically shows an example of constraints for image modifications.
FIGS. 3A-G show another example of image modifications.
FIG. 4 shows another example of image modifications.
FIGS. 5A-D show another example of image modifications.
FIG. 6 shows a flowchart of an example method.
Like reference numbers and designations in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 shows an example system 100 that can generate a modified image. The system 100 includes a computer device 102, which can be any processor-based device including, but not limited to, a personal computer, a server device, a workstation or a handheld device.

The system 100 includes a graphical user interface (GUI) 104 that here is generated by the computer device 102. For example, the GUI 104 can be displayed on a display device 106 connected to the computer device. The GUI 104 is used in the manipulation if images, such as to show a user an initial image and/or a modified image.

The system 100 includes at least one repository 108, which can be implemented using any technology suitable for storing data, such as in form of a memory, a hard drive, or an optical disk, to name a few examples. The repository 108 can contain one or more images, for example images that have not been modified and/or modified images. The system 100 can make one or more images in the repository 108 available to a user, for example by displaying the image(s) in the GUI 104.

The system 100 includes at least one input device 110, such as a keyboard, mouse, pointing device, trackball, joystick, track pad, or any other device with which a user can control and/or respond to the computer device 102. The user can make an input to affect image processing, such as to apply one or more constraints for the modification.

The system 100 can be used for any of a number of purposes, such as for modifying an image by performing hole-filling in an image, which will be used as an illustrative example below. Other applications include, but are not limited to, modifying a photograph to add image content corresponding to structure that is missing in the physical object that is the subject of the photograph. Generally, the modification involves adding information in an area of the initial image selected from another area of the image. Here, these and other operations are performed by an image editor component 112 that can be implemented using processor-executed instructions stored in a computer readable storage device, such as in a memory or on a disk. The image editor component 112 can generate output for display in the GUI 104, such as an image display area 114 and an input control area 116.

An image modification process can be performed using patch-based optimization subject to at least a coherence criterion. A patch-based optimization algorithm is described in WEXLER, Y., SHECHTMAN, E., AND IRANI, M., Space-time completion of video,
IEEE Trans. PAMI Vol. 29, No. 3 (March 2007), 463–476, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. Here, a patch-based optimization algorithm that takes into account a user-defined semantic constraint can include:

The modified image can be initialized with a smooth interpolation of the missing region boundary.

A multi-scale algorithm can be initiated where a hole in the source image is first filled using a coarsest scale and then interpolated to finer scales in iterations. For example, a Gaussian pyramid can be used where the finest scale corresponds to the scale of the source image.

The nearest-neighbor process using iteratively repeated steps of propagation and random search can be performed under at least one user-specified constraint.

Color votes can be assigned to each pixel according to the nearest neighbors of all its overlapping patches.

The color votes can be averaged, or clustered and the largest cluster or mode can be chosen, to obtain a new color.

The previous three steps above can be repeated to improve the results for a fix number of iterations, or until the image changes less than a predefined amount, or based on another termination criterion.

The previous four steps can be repeated as part of the multi-scale algorithm.

Nearest-neighbor techniques can be used in the patch-based optimization. For example, a nearest-neighbor process can be applied to a patch in the initial image (e.g., to a predetermined number of pixels such as a 5x5 pixel patch). A nearest neighbor field can be determined that maps each patch coordinate in the initial image to a two-dimensional offset space. The offset represents the adjustment in patch coordinates between the patch in the initial image and the corresponding patch in the modified image. For example, an initial patch $a$ in the initial image has a nearest-neighbor patch $b$ in the modified image. The nearest-neighbor field $f$ is then defined as

$$f(a) = b - a$$

The offset values of the nearest-neighbor field can be stored in an array. For example, the array can have the same dimensions as the initial image.

The patch-based optimization begins with an initial set of offsets. Next, an iterative update based on the initial offsets is applied to the nearest-neighbor field. In each iteration, good patch offsets are propagated to neighboring patches, and a random search is performed in the neighborhood of the best offset.
The initial offsets can be generated by randomly assigning values to the offset field, or by using prior information. In a hierarchical refinement process using image pyramids, an initial guess from a previous level can be available for use at the present level. If the final image resolution has not been reached, rescaling the current solution estimate to the next higher resolution in the image pyramid and repeating the previous four steps as part of the multi-scale algorithm. For example, a few iterations of the algorithm can be performed based on a random initialization, and this can then be merged with the available initial guess before remaining iterations are performed.

In the iterative process, patch offsets can be examined in scan order throughout the offset array. Each iteration includes a propagation step and a random-search step. In the propagation step, assume that a mapping \( f(x,y) \) is being examined. The nearby mappings \( f(x-1,y) \) and \( f(x,y-1) \) will be used to improve the mapping \( f(x,y) \). For example, if \( f(x-1,y) \) is a good mapping the process will attempt to use it for \( (x,y) \). In some iterations, such as in every other one, the offsets can be examined in reverse order so that information about offset/mapping quality is propagated in an opposite direction.

Mappings can be evaluated using a patch distance function. Any distance function can be used. Some implementations can use common distance functions for natural images and/or other data sources including video and three-dimensional shapes, such as an \( L_p \), \( L_1 \), or clamped \( L_2 \), etc., or any other scalar function. In some implementations, the patch distance function \( D \) is selected such that the optimal offsets for neighboring overlapping patches have a high probability of being similar. The higher this probability, the faster the algorithm converges.

In the random-search step, the process attempts to improve a mapping \( f(x,y) \) by randomly searching within the modified image for a better mapping (i.e., for a target patch whose distance metric to the source patch is lower). In some implementations, patches at successively decreasing distance from the target patch can be evaluated. For example, a uniform random selection of direction chosen in the field \([−1,1]×[−1,1] \) is selected, and an exponential function is used to decrease the distance from a maximum pixel radius \( w \). If a better mapping is found in the random search, it is substituted for the current mapping.

The iterations are halted when a criterion is met. In some implementations, the criterion is whether the fraction of modified offsets falls below a threshold. In some implementations, a fixed number of iterations is used, for example five. Performing the patch-based optimization generates the modified image so that it corresponds to the initial image. For example, the modified image can be a version of the initial image where an
image hole has been filled, or where content has been selectively added to a feature. The intermediate image generated as described above will be an improved estimate over the initial guess, but may not satisfactorily solve the image completion problem. The entire process is therefore repeated iteratively, using the iterative offset optimization in the inner loop, to compute a high quality final solution.

In some implementations, a bidirectional similarity measure can be used, for example one that finds good correspondences between image regions in both directions (e.g., from a patch in the initial image to a patch in the modified image, and vice versa). For example, if the image regions are sufficiently similar, an existing bi-directional similarity method can converge to a partially continuous solution, with many salient regions copied to the output with minimal distortions. For example, most offsets of nearby patches in the source image may be nearly identical. As another example, if the image regions are not particularly similar, then the true bi-directional similarity may likely be close to a similarity of random patches within the images.

In some implementations, the bidirectional similarity algorithm can include at least the following operations. In a coherence step, the algorithm seeks a nearest-neighbor patch outside the hole for every patch inside the hole. In a completeness step the algorithm seeks a nearest-neighbor patch inside the hole for every patch outside the hole. These searches generate nearest-neighbor votes in both directions between the source and target images. The votes are used to compute the color of each pixel inside the hole (for example, by averaging or clustering) in each inner loop iteration. In the context of user-defined constraints, the completeness term can be used to define a region that the user wishes to be included inside the hole, so that the hole is complete with regard to the user-defined region, but the user does not specify exactly where inside the hole the algorithm will place the region.

A patch-based optimization algorithm can use a coherence criterion that relates to whether all patches in the modified image originate from the initial image. That is, the image editor component 112 can seek to ensure with regard to the target image that every patch used to fill a hole therein is one that exists somewhere in the source image, so that the target image is coherent with the source image. For example, each patch in the modified image should have at least one corresponding patch in the initial image. In contrast, if a patch in the modified image lacks any corresponding patch in the initial image then the coherence criterion is not satisfied. Coherence in the modified image can be obtained by processing at multiple scales so that eventually local coherence at multiple scales gives a globally coherent and natural-looking output in the target image.
Bidirectional-similarity calculations use a completeness term in addition to the coherence term. A completeness term can be used in the algorithm for a fill-in application or in combination with completion retargeting and/or reshuffling, to name two examples. In some implementations, a user can mark a hole in an image, add one or more search space constraints, specify that the output size will be smaller (i.e., retargeting) and specify that some other regions will move around (i.e., reshuffling) and then the system can run these together to synthesize the output.

For example, the completeness term can seek to ensure that all content from the source image exists somewhere in the target image. A completeness criterion relates to whether all patches in the initial image are represented in the modified image. For example, if the initial image contains multiple identical patches, the completeness criterion specifies that at least one of the patches should be found in the modified image. In contrast, if a unique patch in the initial image lacks any corresponding patch in the modified image then the completeness criterion is not satisfied.

A nearest-neighbor algorithm can be performed iteratively in an inner loop of a bidirectional or unidirectional similarity algorithm, for example to perform retargeting.


FIG 2 schematically shows an example of constraints for image modifications. Here, an image 200 is an initial image that shows a piece of land with a building on it. The image 200 includes a hole 202 that presently lacks image content. A modification process is to be performed on the image 200 that creates a convincing appearance instead of the hole 202.

Three examples of scenarios are illustrated and labeled (a), (b) and (c). Scenarios (a) and (b) deal exclusively with a coherence term in the similarity algorithm. This is indicated by the name “coherence” for the row where these examples are shown. That is, scenarios (a) and (b) focus on ensuring that the content ultimately placed in the hole 202 should exist in the figure 200.

Scenario (a) relates to a limitation of the search space. That is, an area 204 which is indicated by blue color in this example will be the search space for finding the patches to fill the hole 202. By contrast, an area 206 which is indicated by dark gray in this example will not be used as search space for the hole filling procedure. The user can narrow the search space to the area 204 for one or more reasons. For example, note that the image 200 includes
yellow and red flowers on the ground by the house. Assume that the user does not want
flowers to be included in the hole 202. Therefore, the user can define the area 204 so that it
does not include the flowers but includes the rest of the image 200. Thus, it is ensured that
the filled hole is coherent with regard to the image 200 while the flowers are not included in
the hole.

The user can make the definition using any tool, such as by marking the area 204
and/or 206 when the image 200 is displayed in the system 100 (FIG. 1). Any other shape of
the area 204 and/or the area 206 can be used.

Scenario (b) relates to multiple-index search space constraints. Here, the user places
semantic marks 208 and 210 across the boundary of the hole, and a pair of semantic marks
212 such that one part 212A thereof is inside the hole and another part 212B is outside the
hole. The significance of the semantic marks is that the portion of, say, the mark 208 that is
inside the hole will be filled based on searching only the area indicated by the portion of the
mark 208 that is outside the hole. One way of interpreting such semantic image completion
is that it allows the user to semantically indicate what feature(s) near the hole boundary
should be extended into the hole in the completion process. For example, the user may desire
that the corner of the house in the image 200 continue vertically down into the hole 202.
Therefore, the user can indicate at least a part of the corner with the mark 208. This ensures
that image information for the corner is used as the search space for the part of the hole
indicated by the mark 208, and moreover prevents information from elsewhere in the image
200, such as from the roof or the flowers, from being used in filling that portion of the hole.
Similarly, the user can place the mark 210 to indicate that the foundation baseline of the
house extends into the hole.

The pair of semantic marks 212 also relate to defining the search space for a portion of
the hole. Particularly, the part 212A indicates an area of the hole and the part 212B defines
the search space to be used for the area indicated by the part 212A. That is, the marks 212
can allow the user to specify that a particular feature outside the hole 202, such as a group of
flowers, should be the search space for a specific area inside the hole.

In some implementations, the mark 212B can be placed in another image that is
separate from the image having the hole. This means that the search space for filling a part of
a hole can include also content outside the image being modified. For example, assume that
similar images of a person exist, and in one of them the person’s eyes are closed. The user
can then mark one or both eyes as a hole, add a mark inside the hole to indicate where content
is to be placed, and associate the semantic mark with eyes in another image that are open.
For a remainder of the hole 202 that is not indicated by any of the marks 208-12, the algorithm uses the entire image 200 as the search space. That is, an area inside the hole without semantic marking is not restricted to only a particular semantic search space.

In scenario (c), a completeness aspect is also taken into account, as indicated by that label on the lower row. That is, the algorithm ensures not only that the filled hole is coherent with regard to the image 200, but also that the hole is complete with regard to at least a portion of the image 200. This corresponds to performing a bidirectional similarity algorithm while taking into account one or more user-defined semantic constraints.

First, the user in this example does not limit the search space for the coherence aspect, as indicated by an area 214 which here is colored blue and covers the entire image 200. That is, the algorithm will ensure that all the contents that are placed inside the hole can be found somewhere in the image 200.

Second, the user wishes to ensure that the yellow flowers in the image 200 are included in the hole when it is filled with image content. One option for the user might be to employ a semantic mark such as the pair 212, with one part inside the hole and one part indicating the yellow flowers. That would require the user to specify the exact location inside the hole, in analogy with how the part 212A was placed in scenario (b). Here, however, the user indicates the yellow flowers with a semantic completeness mark 216. The mark 216 instructs the algorithm that the hole should be made complete with regard to the portion of the image 200 indicated by the mark. That is, the algorithm will ensure that all of the contents indicated by the mark 216 will be found somewhere inside the hole when it has been filled with content. Thus, the user can selectively apply a semantic completeness constraint to an image modification process. Had the user marked the entire image 200 with the mark 216, as opposed to just the yellow flowers, this would have required the algorithm to place all the contents of the image 200 inside the hole.

Combinations of scenarios (a), (b) and (c) can be used. For example, the mark 208 can be used in combination with the search space limitation of scenario (a). As another example, at least one coherence and completeness constraint can be applied in the same image modification process.

In some implementations, two or more semantic marks can overlap. For example, if a patch inside the hole is indicated by two or more semantic marks (e.g., the patch has two indices/colors associated with it) the patch should be searched for in all the regions indicated by the marks.
FIGS. 3A-G show another example of image modifications. This example describes in more detail how missing image content for a structure in the subject of a photograph can be provided with guidance from a user. In FIG. 3A, a tool 300 is shown. For example, the tool 300 can be generated by the image editor component 112 and its output can be presented in the GUI 104 (FIG. 1). Image 300A shows an eagle flying in front of a background that includes a wooden fence. The modification to be performed here is to remove the eagle and create a natural-looking image of the fence and the surrounding foliage.

FIG. 3B shows that the user can use a control 304 to indicate the image content to be removed. Here, the control 304 is a drawing tool and the user has begun tracing around the edges of the eagle. Any kind of tool can be used for the marking, such as a lasso tool or a color-sensitive tool. The tool is generated by the image editor component 112 and is presented in the input control area 116.

FIG. 3C shows that the eagle has been removed from the image. Initially, a hole remains in the image where the eagle previously was visible. In some implementations, a preliminary hole-filling technique can be applied in an attempt to eliminate the hole and complete the image. Here, for example, the preliminary hole-filling technique has managed to fill in foliage contents in areas that were previously occupied by the eagle image, but the fence is lacking portions of the upper and lower bars and almost the entire middle post. This occurs because semantic information regarding the bars and the post was not available to aid the hole-filling technique at that point.

In FIG. 3D, however, the user activates a tool 306 that allows semantic information to be entered by marking important features in the image. The tool 306 includes a menu 308 where the user can choose between options for marking a number of separate semantic features. Here, the options are labeled as colors (red through black) and the user now chooses the red option. Any kind of input control can be included in the tool 306, such as, but not limited to, a line tool, an arc tool, a brush tool, an area-selection tool, and combinations thereof.

In FIG. 3E, the user begins marking with the tool 306. First, it is noted that a hole 310 from removing the eagle is now displayed. The information about the hole’s shape and location can be preserved while the preliminary hole-filling technique is applied. For example, showing the hole 310 can aid the user in performing the proper markings on the image. Here, the user draws a line 312 using the tool 306. The user draws the line 312 so that it essentially coincides with the fencepost that is not affected by the hole 310. The line 312 is here displayed using red color because the user chose “Red” in the menu.
FIG. 3F shows that the user can enter one or more additional marks in the image, using the same or a different marking tool. Here, another fencepost has been marked with a line 314, and the center fencepost, of which only a small amount remained after removing the eagle, has been marked using a line 316. The lines 312, 314 and 316 are all red because they were made with the same marking tool labeled with that color. Similarly, another marking tool (here labeled green) is used to mark the upper and lower bars with lines 318 and 320, respectively. Thus, the user has marked features of interest (e.g., the fenceposts and bars) and labeled them differently so that they are handled separately.

Based on the marked areas, the image completion is then carried out. Particularly, the hole from the eagle is filled using the information that the user has provided. Here, for example, the bar 318 has an inside-region part 322 and an outside-region part 324. That is, the inside-region part 322 is the part of the line 318 that is inside the hole and the outside-region part 324 is the part of the line 318 that is outside the hole. When seeking image content to fill the inside-region part 322 (e.g., patches that can be applied at those locations to fill the hole), the system will look only to the outside-region part 324 and to any other areas marked with the same tool. Here, that includes the line 320 because it too is green. In contrast, the remainder of the image that was not marked with the green tool, such as the background foliage and the fenceposts, will not be used in filling the inside-region part 322. The parts of the line 320 that cross through the hole will be filled based on the same information.

Similarly, the line 316 has an inside-region part 326 that will be filled based on the portions marked with the red tool that are outside the hole, without referring to any area that is not marked with the red tool. Here, the line 312 is entirely outside the hole and therefore will act as a source of information for the hole filling. The line 316, in contrast, will be subject to hole filling for most of its length except for a remaining piece outside the hole at its lower end.

The image editor tool 110 (FIG. 1) can allow markings from tools to be partially overlapping. For example, the lines 318 and 320 overlap with the line 312. Because the marks were made with different tools, the image completions for their respective areas are handled separately and do not interfere.

FIG. 3G shows a resulting image 330. Here, the image editor tool 110 (FIG. 1) has completed the hole by drawing image information from the areas indicated by the user’s markings. The image completion can be performed using a patch-based optimization algorithm, as described above. For example, patches from the outside-region part can be
randomly distributed in the inside-region part, and this mapping can then be refined using iterative phases of good-mapping propagation and random mappings. The remaining parts of the hole that are not included in any of the user’s markings are thereafter filled using the same patch-based optimization algorithm. That is, the same hole-filling technique is applied throughout the hole, but for the marked areas its draws reference only from the other corresponding marked area(s).

FIG. 4 shows another example of image modifications. Here, a photograph of the second temple of Hera at Paestum is shown in image 400A. There is no hole in the image to be filled; rather, the temple is missing some structure and the user wants the system (e.g., the image editor component 110 in FIG. 1) to perform image modification to address this situation.

As shown in image 400B, the user can make one or more markings to define semantics for how the missing structure should be created. Here, the user creates a line 402 to define where image information for restoring the raking cornice should be obtained. Particularly, the line 402 is drawn along the piece of the structure that is intact and extends into the area where material is missing in the physical structure. Thus, the system will look only to the intact structure piece, because it has been marked by the user, to find image patches for re-creating the part of the physical structure that is missing. Similarly, the user creates a marking 404 for portions of the pediment that are missing in the physical object, and a line 406 for missing pieces of the cornice.

Image 400C shows the result of the image modification. As can be seen, the raking cornice, the pediment and the cornice have been restored by adding image patches to those places where physical structure was missing. Because the respective information sources for these areas had been semantically defined by the user, the result looks natural and plausible.

FIG. 5A shows another example of image modification. Here, an initial image 500 is a photograph of a garden with a lawn, a sundial pedestal and a stone wall in the background that has a portal in it. The user in this example wishes to remove the pedestal and the portal, and generate a natural-looking modified image.

FIG. 5B shows that the user has removed the pedestal and the portal, leaving a hole 502. The purpose of the image modification is to select content elsewhere in the image in an organized way and fill the hole 502 with that content. FIG. 5C shows that the user can enter one or more marks to define the search space for the modification process. Here, the user enters a mark 504 to guide the hole-filling process for an edge of the wall that is to continue at the top of the hole. The user enters a mark 506A inside the hole and a corresponding mark
506B outside the hole. The mark 506B indicates where the image content for the area of the mark 506A will be selected. Similarly, user enters a mark 508A inside the hole and a corresponding mark 508B outside the hole. The mark 508B indicates where the image content for the area of the mark 508A will be selected. The user employs separate marking tools for the respective marks, as indicated by the different colors of the marks.

The content selection for filling the hole is performed using a patch-based optimization algorithm aided by the semantic guidance the user has created by entering the marks. FIG. 5D shows a modified image 510 that results after the patch-based optimization algorithm. Here, content has been filled into the hole 502 corresponding to all of the marks 504, 506A and 508A, as well as in a remainder of the hole 502 that the user did not mark, which remainder the patch-based optimization algorithm fills by referring to any area of the image, as guided by the propagation phase and the random search phase therein.

FIG. 6 shows an example method 600 of generating a modified image. The method 600 can be performed by a processor executing instructions stored in a tangible computer-readable medium, for example in the system 100 (FIG. 1). One or more additional steps can be performed.

Step 610 involves displaying an image in a computer system. For example, any or all of the images 200, 302A and 400A can be displayed in the GUI 104 (FIG. 1). The image includes contents that have a feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image. For example, the images 200 and 302A can have holes defined in them, such as from removing some image content. As another example, structure can be missing from the physical object that is shown in the image, such as in the image 400A..

Step 620 involves receiving an input that includes a semantic mark to be placed on the image that indicates at least part of the feature. For example, the user can employ the tool 306 using the input device 110 to make any of the marks 208, 210, 212, 312-16, 320-22 and 402-06. The semantic mark indicates an inside-region part inside the region and an outside-region part outside the region. For example, the marks 208, 210, 212, 312-16, 320-22 and 402-06 are placed so that they indicate respective inside-region parts and outside-region parts of the respective holes or regions of missing structure. The outside-region part can be located in the same image or in another image.

Step 630 involves determining the additional content for the region using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image. For example, the image editor component 110 (FIG. 1) can apply a patch-based optimization algorithm. The patch-based optimization
algorithm identifies the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate. The patch-based optimization algorithm identifies the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part.

Step 640 involves storing the modified image having the additional content in the region. For example, any or all of the images 330 or 400C, or the image that results when the hole 202 has been filled in the image 200, can be stored in the repository 108 (FIG. 1).

Embodiments of the subject matter and the operations described in this specification can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer software, firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification and their structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them. Embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be implemented as one or more computer programs, i.e., one or more modules of computer program instructions, encoded on a computer storage medium for execution by, or to control the operation of, data processing apparatus.

Alternatively or in addition, the program instructions can be encoded on an artificially-generated propagated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or electromagnetic signal, that is generated to encode information for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus for execution by a data processing apparatus. A computer storage medium can be, or be included in, a computer-readable storage device, a computer-readable storage substrate, a random or serial access memory array or device, or a combination of one or more of them. Moreover, while a computer storage medium is not a propagated signal, a computer storage medium can be a source or destination of computer program instructions encoded in an artificially-generated propagated signal. The computer storage medium can also be, or be included in, one or more separate physical components or media (e.g., multiple CDs, disks, or other storage devices).

The operations described in this specification can be implemented as operations performed by a data processing apparatus on data stored on one or more computer-readable storage devices or received from other sources.

The term “data processing apparatus” encompasses all kinds of apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, including by way of example a programmable processor, a computer, a system on a chip, or multiple ones, or combinations, of the foregoing. The apparatus can include special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit). The apparatus can also include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an execution environment for the computer program
in question, e.g., code that constitutes processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database management system, an operating system, a cross-platform runtime environment, a virtual machine, or a combination of one or more of them. The apparatus and execution environment can realize various different computing model infrastructures, such as web services, distributed computing and grid computing infrastructures.

A computer program (also known as a program, software, software application, script, or code) can be written in any form of programming language, including compiled or interpreted languages, declarative or procedural languages, and it can be deployed in any form, including as a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, object, or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A computer program may, but need not, correspond to a file in a file system. A program can be stored in a portion of a file that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a markup language document), in a single file dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub-programs, or portions of code). A computer program can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites and interconnected by a communication network.

The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be performed by one or more programmable processors executing one or more computer programs to perform actions by operating on input data and generating output. The processes and logic flows can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit).

Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a read-only memory or a random access memory or both. The essential elements of a computer are a processor for performing actions in accordance with instructions and one or more memory devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto-optical disks, or optical disks. However, a computer need not have such devices. Moreover, a computer can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile audio or video player, a game console, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver,
or a portable storage device (e.g., a universal serial bus (USB) flash drive), to name just a few. Devices suitable for storing computer program instructions and data include all forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory devices, including by way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.

To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be implemented on a computer having a display device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor, for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball, by which the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. In addition, a computer can interact with a user by sending documents to and receiving documents from a device that is used by the user; for example, by sending web pages to a web browser on a user’s client device in response to requests received from the web browser.

Embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be implemented in a computing system that includes a back-end component, e.g., as a data server, or that includes a middleware component, e.g., an application server, or that includes a front-end component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or a Web browser through which a user can interact with an implementation of the subject matter described in this specification, or any combination of one or more such back-end, middleware, or front-end components. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communication network. Examples of communication networks include a local area network (“LAN”) and a wide area network (“WAN”), an inter-network (e.g., the Internet), and peer-to-peer networks (e.g., ad hoc peer-to-peer networks).

The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other. In some embodiments, a server transmits data (e.g., an HTML page) to a client device (e.g., for
purposes of displaying data to and receiving user input from a user interacting with the client device). Data generated at the client device (e.g., a result of the user interaction) can be received from the client device at the server.

While this specification contains many specific implementation details, these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of the invention or of what may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of features specific to particular embodiments of the invention. Certain features that are described in this specification in the context of separate embodiments can also be implemented in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single embodiment can also be implemented in multiple embodiments separately or in any suitable subcombination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed combination may be directed to a subcombination or variation of a subcombination.

Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order, this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system components in the embodiments described above should not be understood as requiring such separation in all embodiments, and it should be understood that the described program components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single software product or packaged into multiple software products.

Thus, particular embodiments of the invention have been described. Other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims. In some cases, the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a different order and still achieve desirable results. In addition, the processes depicted in the accompanying figures do not necessarily require the particular order shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable results. In certain implementations, multitasking and parallel processing may be advantageous.

What is claimed is:
CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method for generating a modified image, the method comprising:
   displaying an image in a computer system, the image comprising contents that have a feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image;
   receiving an input comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the image, the semantic mark indicating an inside-region part inside the region and an outside-region part outside the region;
   determining the additional content for the region using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image, the patch-based optimization algorithm (i) identifying the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and (ii) identifying the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part; and
   storing the modified image having the additional content in the region.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the region comprises a hole in the image without the contents and wherein the modified image is generated in a hole-filling process.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the hole is filled such that the feature extends into the region that previously did not contain the contents.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the image is a photograph and the feature is a physical object, and wherein the region is defined corresponding to a structure of the physical object that is missing in the feature.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the semantic mark is made using at least one of: a line tool, an arc tool, a brush tool, an area-selection tool, and combinations thereof.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein a part of the semantic mark is placed inside the region to indicate the inside-region part, and another part of the semantic mark is placed outside the region to indicate the outside-region part.
7. The method of claim 1, wherein an identifying characteristic is assigned to the semantic mark, the identifying characteristic distinguishing the semantic mark from at least one other semantic mark in the image such that the patch-based optimization algorithm processes the semantic marks separately.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the semantic marks cross each other and the patch-based optimization algorithm processes the semantic marks separately.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving another input that defines an additional semantic constraint for the patch-based optimization process.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the additional constraint includes at least one of:
a first search-space restriction defined for a coherence aspect of the patch-based optimization algorithm, the first search-space restriction excluding at least a first area of the image from being used in the additional content; and

    a second search-space restriction defined for a completeness aspect of the patch-based optimization algorithm, the second search-space restriction requiring the additional content to be complete with regard to a second area of the image indicated by the second search-space restriction..

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the outside-region part is located in another image separate from the image having the region.

12. A computer program product tangibly embodied in a tangible program carrier and comprising instructions that when executed by a processor perform a method comprising:

displaying an image in a computer system, the image comprising contents that have a feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image;

    receiving an input comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the image, the semantic mark indicating an inside-region part inside the region and an outside-region part outside the region;

    determining the additional content for the region using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image, the patch-based optimization algorithm (i) identifying the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and (ii) identifying the additional
content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part; and storing the modified image having the additional content in the region.

13. A computer program product tangibly embodied in a computer-readable storage medium, the computer program product including instructions that, when executed, generate on a display device a graphical user interface comprising:

   an image display area displaying an image in a computer system, the image comprising contents that have a feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with additional content in generating a modified image; and

   an input control for receiving an input comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the image, the semantic mark indicating an inside-region part inside the region and an outside-region part outside the region;

   wherein the additional content for the region is determined using a patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image, the patch-based optimization algorithm (i) identifying the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and (ii) identifying the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-region part, and the modified image having the additional content in the region is stored.

14. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the region comprises a hole in the image without the contents and wherein the modified image is generated in a hole-filling process.

15. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the image is a photograph and the feature is a physical object, and wherein the region is defined corresponding to a structure of the physical object that is missing in the feature.

16. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the input control comprises at least one of: a line tool, an arc tool, a brush tool, an area-selection tool, and combinations thereof.

17. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein the input control associates an identifying characteristic with the semantic mark, the identifying characteristic distinguishing the semantic mark from at least one other semantic mark in the image such that the patch-based optimization algorithm processes the semantic marks separately.
18. A system comprising:

   a display device displaying an image, the image comprising contents that have a
   feature visible therein, the contents having a region thereof defined to be provided with
   additional content in generating a modified image;

   an input device for receiving an input comprising a semantic mark to be placed on the
   image that indicates at least part of the feature, the semantic mark crossing a border of the
   region such that an inside-region part and an outside-region part of the semantic mark are
   formed; and

   an image editor component determining the additional content for the region using a
   patch-based optimization algorithm applied to the image, the patch-based optimization
   algorithm identifying (i) the additional content for the inside-region part based on the outside-
   region part and not on an area of the image that the semantic mark does not indicate, and (ii)
   the additional content for a remainder of the region without being restricted to the outside-
   region part.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the input device comprises at least one of: a line
    tool, an arc tool, a brush tool, an area-selection tool, and combinations thereof.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the input device associates an identifying
    characteristic with the semantic mark, the identifying characteristic distinguishing the
    semantic mark from at least one other semantic mark in the image such that the patch-based
    optimization algorithm processes the semantic marks separately.
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